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A charming introduction to ten of baby's best-loved animals, featuring high contrast black-and-white

patterns. A glittering burst of colored foil brings a vivid splash of color to every page. These stunning

book will captivate sparkly little babies everywhere!
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I bought this book as a gift for my cousin and I have the other book, "Hello, Bugs!" and the bug book

is much better. I didn't find this book as appealing and my 18 month old son didn't find it very

interesting either. He loves the bug book though. Both books have bright colors and raise bumps to

feel a different pattern whether it's stripes or spots. The bug books bumps, colors and textures make

more sense to what object they chose to do this with.

This is my favorite book to read with my 2-month old. The images capture his attention and they

give me quite a bit to talk to him about. I'm quite appreciative the author includes onomatopoeia for

each animal as I have no idea what sound a giraffe makes and slip and slurp are sufficient

subsitutes.The construction quality of the board book is amazing compared to others of a similar

price point. The black ink is quite black and the pages are incredibly durable. I'll be purchasing more

books from this publisher based on quality of the book alone.



A colleague's brand-new baby loves this book, because her young eyes enjoy all the patterns and

textures, they engage her interest. Young babies can't see color too well, but love to be entertained;

they obviously appreciate the book's playful patterns and cute faces. You can't start young ones on

books too soon, and this is a cheerful, high-quality way to begin the reading journey... Enjoy!

I bought this book based on the reviews and because my son was just starting to look at other

things aside from me and my hubbie and the skylight. He immediately loved looking at the black and

white animals and it worked out perfectly, just for a VERY short time. Within a week he wanted to

look at brightly colored items and moved past the B&W stage, so if you are interested in this then I

would buy it pretty early so you can get some good use out of it.

Let me just say that I love this book and so does my 2 month old. She is very attracted to the

pictures...much more so than many of her other books...and will even follow the book if I move it

around. I love the animal sounds and the pictures. I think I like Hello, Bugs a little more...but am very

happy with this one.I didn't take away any stars for this...but I AM disappointed with the condition of

this book. I purchased a NEW book from an  seller and this one came in terrible shape. The cover

and the spine are very worn and it looks like it has been used before (scuff marks all over it and

worn at the edge of the pages). I'm still keeping it...we like the book and realistically it will look like

this after we use it for a while anyway once the little one starts holding and playing with the books

herself...but it IS disappointing to have a book start out that way when it's supposed to be new. I

should have saved several dollars and bought a used copy...I would have if I had known this was

what a "new" book would look like. It was shipped in a bubble wrap envelope...so I do not believe

the damage happened in transit.But the book itself if wonderful...I highly recommend.

This was the first book that really captured my baby's attention, and she still enjoys it at 16 months.

The bold black and white images are easy for little ones to see, and each page has some shiny

colored foil illustrating a different part of the image. This adds a lot of visual interest and also makes

it easy to talk about colors. The text is simple and straightforward with only a few words on the page

(Hello Cow. Chew. Moo.). My baby loves when we makes the sounds and can moo and roar with

the best of them! The board book pages are thick and sturdy and the book has held up really well.

This is now a standard gift I tuck into gifts for new parents. I have no complaints. I have bought

several. I plan to buy more.



The black and white, along with the shiny colors was a perfect book for my son. As an infant, most

books wouldn't interest him, but this attracted his attention and it is still his favorite bedtime story

book, as it is short and includes lots of animal noises, and over time will help him in identifying

different animals as well (in theory). We also have the Hello, Bugs! Book and just wish there was

more in the series by Smriti!

This book is very cute, and my infant will stare at it already (she's a month old now). I found it along

with the Hello, Bugs! book and bought them both. I bought the other on the recommendation of a

friend of ours . . .we'd actually purchased for her daughter five years ago when she was born and all

three of her daughters love that book still. So, I went looking, found it and found this as well. My

daughter obviously doesn't understand it but seems to like it and even grabs at it so I count it a

success so far. And, the animals are pretty cute. I like it a lot.
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